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By Sally Featherstone, Kerry Ingham

Featherstone Education Ltd, United Kingdom, 2006. Mixed
media product. Book Condition: New. 190 x 136 mm. Language:
N/A. Brand New Book. If Publications develop knowledge and
understanding of the world and stimulate creative thinking in
role play by asking children What If? Each What If? pack
consists of a CD ROM and guidance booklet. The CD contains
stunning, high resolution photographs and images which can
be printed, projected or used with an interactive white board,
plus support resources: * detailed drawings of a key character
with their clothing and equipment * picture environments to
stimulate play * illustrations of vehicles and machinery * lists,
templates and writing frames * maps and posters * labels,
badges and games to play * a linked story told in a slide show
with original photographs and music * guidance booklet * high
resolution photographs and images to stimulate talking and
play Each What if kit consists of a CD RoM and guidance
booklet. The CD contains lots of lively, exciting photographs
and images which can be printed, projected, or used with an
interactive whiteboard. Each CD also includes an introduction
to the play, plus support resources - lists, labels, writing frames,
backgrounds, borders, maps,...
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Without doubt, this is the best job by any writer. It is amongst the most incredible ebook i have got study. You may like
how the author write this publication.
-- Dr . B r endon K a utz er  II--  Dr . B r endon K a utz er  II

This ebook is great. It can be rally intriguing throgh studying time period. Your lifestyle period is going to be convert as
soon as you full looking over this ebook.
-- Sta nton Connelly-- Sta nton Connelly
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